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Oracle Hands-On Workshops at RMOUG 2023

On behalf of Oracle and RMOUG, thank you for registering for a Hands-On workshop. Here are some 
important things to know or do before you arrive for an optimal HOL experience

1. Bring a Laptop / device that can connect via Wi-Fi to perform the HOL as there will NOT be any 
computers or network cables onsite 

2. Be sure your battery is fully charged; in case a power outlet is not available where you are seated

3. Have Chrome installed as it is the best browser to connect and use for the HOL

4. Verify you can connect to https://developer.oracle.com/livelabs site before you arrive. If for some 
reasons you are unable, let us know once you arrive onsite so we can identify a workaround

5. If you don’t already have an Oracle SSO account, create one before you arrive as it 
enables you to provision an environment to perform your workshop.  The next slide explains how to get 
one.
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https://developer.oracle.com/livelabs
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How to create an Oracle Account (SSO) if you don’t already have one

Oracle.com à View Accounts à Create an account Create Your Oracle Account
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You’ll arrive to the room and use your 
laptop/device to connect to the event wireless, 
then log in to the workshop environment using 
your Oracle Single Sign-On (SSO)

You’ll gain some hands-on experience, new skills 
using the latest Oracle technologies 

See and learn from Product Management 
presenters via prescriptive use cases, and staff in 
the room to answering your questions as you 
perform the exercises

Apply what you learned to then help solve 
business problems when your back at work
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Workshop Logistics                                           What To Expect
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